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Abstract—We propose two novel proactive cooperative caching
approaches using deep learning (DL) to predict users’ content
demand in a mobile edge caching network. In the first approach,
a content server (CS) takes responsibilities to collect information
from all mobile edge nodes (MENs) in the network and then
performs the proposed DL algorithm to predict the content
demand for the whole network. However, such a centralized
approach may disclose the private information because MENs
have to share their local users’ data with the CS. Thus, in the
second approach, we propose a novel distributed deep learning
(DDL) based framework. The DDL allows MENs in the network
to collaborate and exchange information to reduce the error
of content demand prediction without revealing the private
information of mobile users. Through simulation results, we
show that our proposed approaches can enhance the accuracy by
reducing the root mean squared error (RMSE) up to 33.7% and
reduce the service delay by 47.4% compared with other machine
learning algorithms.

Index Terms—Mobile edge caching, distributed deep learning,
proactive and cooperative caching.

I. INTRODUCTION

MOBILE edge caching (MEC) aims to distribute popular
contents closer to the mobile users via mobile edge

nodes (MENs) [1] to reduce the service delay for the mobile
users. To efficiently cache the popular contents, proactive
caching [2] has emerged as one of the most effective methods
to increase the cache hit rate and reduce the operational as
well as service costs for the MEC service providers [3].

In [4], a learning based proactive caching using singular
value decomposition (SVD) was investigated. In this work,
the data is first collected from the base stations and then
trained in a big data platform. Nevertheless, the SVD sets all
missing values to be undefined, leading to a poor prediction,
especially when a dataset is extremely sparse. Furthermore,
the SVD observes approximated ranks of elements and thus
may produce negative numbers which provide no information
about users’ demands. To address this problem, the authors
in [5] adopted the non-negative matrix factorization (NMF)
to predict content request probabilities of mobile users based
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on the implicit feedback on their social connections. As such,
the NMF applies the additive parts-based representation with
non-negative elements to enhance the interpretability of the
elements. However, the NMF is a linear model which considers
only two-factor correlation (i.e., the user-content relationship)
without learning multi-level correlation. Given that, deep
learning seems a suitable solution that relies on deep neural
networks (DNN) to learn multiple levels of processing layers.
Each layer of the DNN provides nonlinear transformations of
the complex hidden features to obtain correlations between the
mobile users and the content demands hierarchically [6].

In this letter, we introduce two novel proactive cooperative
caching approaches using deep learning (DL) algorithms to
improve the accuracy of content demand prediction for the
MEC network and deal with the dynamic users’ demands
based on the most up-to-date information. In the first approach,
we develop a model utilizing the content server (CS) as a
centralized node to collect information from all the MENs. We
then use the DL to predict the demands for the whole network.
This approach is especially useful when MENs have limited
computing resources and cannot perform the DL algorithms
by themselves. However, such an approach may raise the
concerns on information privacy and communication overhead.
To address these problems, we propose the novel approach
using distributed deep learning (DDL) based framework. In
this framework, the CS only needs to collect the trained models
from MENs and update the global model accordingly [7].
After that, the global model will be sent back to the MENs for
further updates. Through simulation results, we demonstrate
that both proposed approaches can improve the accuracy of
prediction up to 33.7% and reduce the service delay by 47.4%
compared with other proactive caching algorithms at MENs.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

A. Network Architecture

The proposed network architecture is illustrated in Fig. 1.
Mobile users are connected to MENs within their service
area. All MENs are also connected to the CS through the
backhaul links by using either wireless (i.e., cellular networks)
or wired connections. When a user sends a content request
to an MEN, the content will be sent to the user instantly
if the content is stored locally at the MEN. Otherwise, the
MEN downloads the content from the CS or from one of
its directly connected MENs, and sends it to the requesting
user. Let N = {1, . . . , n, . . . , N} denote the set of MENs
and U = {1, . . . , u, . . . ,U} denote the set of mobile users in
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Fig. 1: Network architecture.

the network, where U is the total number of mobile users.
Each MEN-n is equipped with a finite storage capacity Sn to
cache popular contents locally according to the decision of
caching framework. Additionally, each MEN-n has a vector
µn to monitor the users who did visit and download contents
at MEN-n. Specifically, µn = [µ1

n, . . . , µ
u
n, . . . , µ

U
n ], where µun

is a binary variable with µun = 1 indicating that user u did
visit MEN-n to download contents, and µun = 0 otherwise. To
obtain the total number of users who did visit and download
contents at MEN-n, we define Un =

∑U
u=1 µ

u
n. Then, we denote

I = {1, . . . , i, . . . , I} as the set of contents.

B. Proactive Cooperative Caching Mechanism

To cache popular contents, each MEN-n collects informa-
tion from mobile users in its coverage area and sets up a
dynamic log file, i.e., Xn, containing a table with user ID and
requested content ID in each column and row, respectively.
Each element of the table, denoted by f i

µu
n=1, represents the

number of times (i.e., popularity factor) that user u downloads
content i at MEN-n. If the user u visits MEN-n to download
the content i, the value of f i

µu
n=1 will be increased by one.

This information will be captured and updated locally in the
log file of each MEN.

For the first approach (i.e., using DL in the CS), the CS
collects Xn, ∀n ∈ N from the MENs cooperatively and then
concatenates them into dataset Xcs vertically with popularity
factor f iu of the user u over the content i. In this way, MENs
can share the model information to improve the prediction
accuracy for the whole network. We use Xcs to predict the
content demands and then generate dataset Ŷcs containing
predicted popularity factors f̂ iu at the CS. This Ŷcs is then sent
back to the MENs for content placement decision. Specifically,
each MEN-n obtains f̂ in =

∑
u∈U f̂ iu as the predicted popularity

factor aggregation of content i.
In the second approach with the DDL, each MEN-n can

predict the demands locally using Xn. Then, the CS only needs
to collect the trained models from MENs and update the global
model cooperatively (explained in Section IV) and create Ŷn
which contains predicted popularity factors f̂ i

µu
n=1. To perform

the content placement decision, each MEN-n aggregates the
predicted popularity factors of content i as f̂ in =

∑
u∈U f̂ i

µu
n=1.

Based on f̂ in of the first and second approaches, we can obtain
specific largest numbers of f̂ in at MEN-n in descending order.
In particular, we select the contents with top-R of f̂ in which
are likely to be cached at MEN-n.

III. DL-BASED PROACTIVE COOPERATIVE CACHING

In this approach, the CS needs to learn Xcs through the
DNN by partitioning Xcs into smaller subsets (referred to as
mini-batch size β). For DNN, each layer ` produces an output
matrix containing global weight matrix W` to control how
strong the influence of a layer’s each neuron to the other, and
global bias vector v` to fit the dataset as follows:

Y`
cs = αcs

(
W`X`

cs + v`
)
, (1)

where X`
cs is the input matrix (i.e., training dataset) of layer `

in the CS (with X1
cs = Xcs) and αcs is the rectified linear

unit (ReLU) activation function to transform the input of
the layer into a nonlinear form for learning more complex
feature interaction patterns. As the DNN contains several
layers including the hidden layers, we can express X`+1

cs = Y`
cs.

To prevent the overfitting problem and the generalization error
[8], we augment a dropout layer `drop just after the last hidden
layer. This additional layer randomly drops the input X`drop

cs
by a fraction rate r , and thus the rest of the input elements
are scaled by 1

1−r . Then, the output layer L will generate YL
cs

which is used to find the prediction loss for each mini-batch
iteration τ. In particular, if we consider ω = (W, v), where
W = [W1, . . . ,W`, . . . ,WL] and v = [v1, . . . , v`, . . . , vL], as
the global model for all DNN layers, the prediction loss p(ωτ)
for one τ in the CS is expressed by the mean-squared error
(MSE) p(ωτ) = 1

β

∑β
u=1 pu(ωτ), where pu(ωτ) = (yucs − xucs)2.

Here, xucs and yucs are the elements of matrices X1
cs and YL

cs,
respectively. Then, we can compute the global gradient of
using DL by Gτ = ∇ωτ = ∂p(ωτ )

∂ωτ
.

After Gτ is obtained, the CS updates the global model
ωτ with the aim to minimize the prediction loss function,
i.e., min

ω
p(ω). As such, we adopt the adaptive learning rate

optimizer Adam to provide fast convergence and profound
robustness to the model [9]. Consider ητ and δτ to be the
exponential moving average (to estimate the mean) of the Gτ

and the squared Gτ to predict the variance at τ, respectively.
Then, the update rules of ητ+1 and δτ+1 can be expressed by:

ητ+1 = γ
τ
ηητ + (1− γτη)Gτ, and δτ+1 = γ

τ
δδτ + (1− γτδ)G2

τ, (2)

where γτη and γτδ ∈ [0, 1) represent the exponential decay steps
of ητ and δτ at τ, respectively. To update the global model, we
also consider the learning step λ to decide how fast the global
model will be updated at each τ. In particular, the update

rule for λ follows this expression λτ+1 = λ

√
1−γτ+1

δ

1−γτ+1
η

. Then, the
global model ωτ+1 for the next τ + 1 is updated by:

ωτ+1 = ωτ − λτ+1
ητ+1√
δτ+1 + ε

, (3)

where ε indicates a constant to avoid zero division when the√
δτ+1 is almost zero. For this approach, ωτ+1 is used to learn

the dataset for the next τ + 1 in the CS. The same process is
repeated until each sample u of Xcs has been observed referred
to as epoch time t. Then, the process terminates when the
prediction loss converges or the certain number of epoch time
T is reached. In this case, we can obtain the final global model
ω∗ to predict Ŷcs of training dataset Xcs and new dataset X̂cs
using Eq. (1). The algorithm for proactive cooperative caching
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using DL is shown in Fig. 2 in which the process inside the
dotted block (A) is executed at the CS.

IV. DDL-BASED PROACTIVE COOPERATIVE CACHING

In this approach, each MEN distributedly implements the
DL technique to learn from its dataset Xn locally. The Xn is
then divided into smaller subsets with mini-batch size β

N . For
DNN, each MEN-n generates the output matrix

Y`
n = αn

(
W`X`

n + v`
)
, (4)

where X`
n is the input matrix of layer ` at MEN-n (with

X1
n = Xn) and αn is the ReLU activation function at MEN-n.

We also drop the input X`drop
n in the dropout layer by a fraction

rate r . In the output layer, we can generate YL
n and find the

prediction loss for each τ by pn(ωτ) = N
β

∑ N
β

u=1 pun(ωτ), where
pun(ωτ) = (yun − xun )2. Here, xun and yun are the element of
matrices X1

n and YL
n at MEN-n, respectively. Next, we can

compute the local gradient by gτn = ∇ωτ =
∂pn(ωτ )
∂ωτ

. When gτn
computation is completed for each τ, each MEN will send this
local gradient to the CS for global gradient aggregation Gτ .
Specifically, the CS acts as a parameter server to aggregate the
gradients of the models from all connected MENs and then
update the global model ωτ by using Eq. (3) before sending
back to the MENs. Doing so allows all MENs to collaborate
by sharing local model information to each other to further
improve the prediction accuracy through the CS. To guarantee
that the gradient staleness is 0, the gradient averaging process
is enabled right after N local gradients, i.e., gτn are received
by the CS synchronously. Here, the gradient staleness happens
when local gradients are computed using an obsolete/non-
latest global model. Then, the global gradient Gτ of the DDL
is Gτ =

1
N

∑N
n=1 g

τ
n.

To minimize the prediction loss function, i.e., min
ω

pn(ω),
at each MEN-n, we also adopt the Adam optimizer and
update the global model ωτ+1 as expressed in Eqs. (2)-(3).
This ωτ+1 is then sent back to the MENs for the next local
learning process. The aforementioned process continues until
the prediction loss converges or T is reached. We then can
predict Ŷn of training dataset Xn and new dataset X̂n at each
MEN using ω∗ through Eq. (4). The algorithm for proactive
cooperative caching using DDL is summarized in Fig. 2. The
process inside the dotted block (B) is implemented at the CS.

Overall, for centralized DL-based caching algorithm, all
dataset is sent to the CS for the learning process, and thus
MENs can cache the globally most popular contents based on
the global knowledge in the network. On the other hand, for
DDL-based caching algorithm, the dataset is learned locally
with some exchanged information shared among MENs. Thus,
the MENs can cache locally most popular contents based on
the global information sharing.

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

A. Experimental Setup

We evaluate the performance with one CS and six MENs
using TensorFlow CPU in Intel Xeon Gold 6150 2.7GHz 18
cores with 180GB RAM. We compare our proposed methods
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Fig. 2: Flowchart of DL and DDL approaches.

with baseline methods including non-prediction method, i.e.,
most frequency of access (MFA), as well as three well-known
machine learning methods including SVD [4], NMF [10], and
single layer neural network learning (SLL). We use Movielens
1M-dataset with more than 1M ratings from 6040 users with
3952 movies. Then, we split the dataset into 80% training
dataset and 20% testing dataset. From the training dataset,
we divide the number of samples equally with respect to the
number of MENs when DDL is implemented. Each MEN runs
the testing dataset for the popularity factor prediction. For
DNN, we use two hidden layers with 64 neurons per layer
and one dropout layer with a fraction rate 0.8. We also apply
the adaptive learning rate Adam optimizer with initial step
size 0.001 and 2000 epoch time. Furthermore, we consider the
same size for each content at 200MB. The bandwidth between
an MEN and the CS is set at 60Mbps.

B. Simulation Results

Fig. 3 shows the comparison between baseline and proposed
methods. We first evaluate the prediction accuracy, i.e., RMSE,
as the learning epoch increases in Fig. 3(a). In particular, the
RMSE obtained by the DDL is 33.7% lower than those of SVD
and NMF, and 17.5% lower than that of SLL. The reason is
that DDL can deeply learn the meaningful features from the
subset of the whole dataset independently at different MENs,
and thus the sensitivity to learn new testing dataset becomes
better when the local models obtained by the MENs are
aggregated together. In other words, the average prediction of
all MENs will produce less variance and lower error regarding
the number of MENs [11]. Finally, the RMSE will converge at
0.56 when the number of MENs keeps increasing. In contrast,
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Fig. 3: The performance comparison of the baseline and proposed methods.
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SVD and NMF only generate linear assumptions of two factors
based on the low-rank approximation [10], while SLL learns at
the absence of hidden layers. As such, without deeply learning
the representations, those learning methods cannot minimize
RMSE properly. For the DL, although the RMSE is higher
than that of the DDL, the DL can improve the RMSE by as
much as 25.1% compared with those of the SVD and NMF
as well as 5.3% compared with that of the SLL.

We then observe the average communication delay (i.e., the
delay when requested contents are not cached at the MENs)
and cache hit rate when the storage capacity increases in
Figs. 3(b) and 3(c), respectively. Align with the trend of
the RMSE, the DL and DDL approaches can reduce average
delay up to 37.4% and 47.4% and increase the cache hit
rate by 16.5% and 21.1%, respectively, compared with those
of other baseline methods. The reason is that the proposed
approaches can optimize the use of hyperparameter settings to
improve the accuracy of content demand prediction. Examples
of the hyperparameters settings include the number of hidden
layers and neurons, the regularization methods, the activation
functions, and the size of mini-batch. Furthermore, the use of
DDL method with 3 MENs and MovieLens 1M-dataset can
reduce the communication overhead up to 87.2% compared
with the SVD, NMF, SLL, and DL. The reason is that, in DDL
method, the CS only needs to collect the trained models from
MENs without considering any raw dataset transmission. This
benefit aligns with the reduction of user’s private information
disclosure.

We also observe in Fig. 4 that the learning time for NMF is
very short. However, its performance in terms of the prediction
accuracy is very poor compared with all other learning meth-
ods. Furthermore, the DDL can learn the dataset faster than

the DL as the number of the MENs increases. The learning
time then will converge to 0.3 hours if we keep increasing the
number of MENs. This interesting trend can provide useful
information for MEC service providers to tradeoff between the
learning time of the users’ demands and the implementation
costs in the MEC network.

VI. SUMMARY

In this letter, we have presented two novel proactive co-
operative caching approaches leveraging deep learning (DL)
algorithms for the MEC network. In the first approach, the
CS collects the information from all MENs and uses the DL
technique to predict the users’ demands for the network. Then,
we proposed the distributed DL (DDL)-based scheme in which
the DL can be executed at the edge. This scheme allows MENs
to only exchange the gradient information of the users, and
perform the DL to predict users’ demands without revealing
the private information of the mobile users.
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